Driver &
Grey Fleet Management
Solutions

What's it all about?
The way your fleet operates has changed over the
last five years, but are you & your drivers at risk?
Australian and NZ Workplace Health & Safety
law treats any vehicle used for work
purposes as a 'place of work' - even privately
owned vehicles (known as 'Grey Fleet')

Employers have a duty to ensure a 'safe
place of work' for their employees & to the
general public. Failure to do so can result in
criminal charges and large fines

So you may know who is driving your
company or pool cars, but you also need to
know who else is driving, and how safe they
are in their vehicle, to ensure compliance

So how do you ensure you, your drivers and
your organisation are covered? Where do you
even start....? That is where Plumfleet comes
in..we have the tools and expertise to help.

Who is Plumfleet?
'Traditional' leasing & fleet management
companies appeared to only want to finance
vehicles...it seemed no one was working to solve the
issues involved in operating a modern fleet.....
...we thought the same thing. So we formed Plumfleet
- based on our intent to help organisations manage
the risks & costs associated with all staff who drive
for work purposes...
...and it looks like we've hit the mark. The appetite
to manage mobility-related WHS/OHS risks is
significant, and growing, as reliance on Vehicle
Allowances and Grey Fleet increases across
Australia & New Zealand

Plumfleet is Australian-owned-and-operated. We
provide our products to customers throughout each
Australian State & Territory. We also serve the New
Zealand market and will soon open in the UK

Our products are designed to help organisations, and
those that drive on their behalf, easily comply with fleet
and safety policies & procedures

...so you need a Policy?
A set of well written policies & procedures are your
organisation's 'front line' when it comes to
managing the risks & costs associated with a
modern driver community....
...they should be easy to understand, easy to access
and clearly spell out the rules and roles relating to
drivers, Line Managers & other key stakeholders
Your organisation's policies have a big job to do - they
must identify and cover multiple driver types, from tool
of trade, pool vehicle, Grey Fleet and even volunteers

They should clearly articulate the requirements of key
stakeholders regarding your organisation's WHS/OHS,
cost reduction and operational requirements
....whilst also spelling out the 'no go' areas
for all stakeholders - including the implications and
consequences of non-compliance with your policy
....and most importantly, the people that are subject to
the conditions of these documents must accept and
abide by them to ensure compliance is met

...and what about a System?
There's no point in having top-notch policies and
procedures if they can't be 'brought to life'...
....so you're going to need a system that is smart
enough to engage your key stakeholders in complying
with your policies and procedures
....your system should also be flexible enough to reflect
your organisation's structure, differing policy
documents and a varied driver community
....not to mention having the smarts to send alerts and
reminders to drivers, Line Managers and Administrators
when due dates and threshold events occur

Your organisation has safety targets - so your system
should fully support Management's reporting
requirements regarding your fleet & drivers
....which means your system will need to accommodate
your total fleet and driver community including Grey Fleet vehicles, buses, forklifts etc.
....we couldn't find a system that was capable of
delivering these outcomes, so we built our own 'Plumtree'

...tell me about
Plumtree is an interactive, cloud-based Driver & Fleet
Management tool which facilitates ongoing compliance
with your organisation's policies and procedures
The security of data stored in Plumtree is critical. From
SSL encryption, two-factor and token-based
authentication and local Tier Four data hosting, we take
every step to protect data in Plumtree

Plumtree is 'small-screen' enabled and can be
accessed via multiple devices including tablets &
mobiles. Good for you, easy for your drivers

A comprehensive set of automated reminders and
alerts - which target drivers, line managers and system
administrators, helps to maintain compliance and also
offers a handy audit trail

....and we haven't forgotten how important reporting is. In
fact we've gone so far as to ensure we have the ability to
produce a virtually unlimited number of reports - provided
the data is held in Plumtree

...more about
Plumtree is designed to automate and integrate key
elements of your fleet and safety policies with the
most critical element of your mobility strategy your people. Plumtree offers....

Policy Review & Acknowledgement
Driver Licence and Demerit Point
verification & declarations
Comprehensive Grey Fleet Vehicle
management functionality

Eyesight Testing verification

Medical Condition verification

...what else does it offer?
Beyond the basics, Plumtree also addresses the
more complex elements of your mobility strategy
that requires driver engagement....

Driver Risk Assessment module

Interactive Journey Planning

Fully-configurable Driver
Knowledge Testing

Driver Training Module

User Activity & Audit Trail

...what about fleet management?
A full range of fleet expenses,
for both company and Grey Fleet
vehicles, can be bulk uploaded into
Plumtree
Plumtree offers comprehensive fuel
expense & management reporting
capabilities
Maintenance, repair & tyre expenses can
be bulk uploaded - for your company
and Grey Fleet vehicles
Plumtree also captures insurance details
for your company and grey fleet vehicles
Fleet Managers and drivers are able to
load and track details via the
Accident/Incident Register

...and all backed up by Plumtree's
comprehensive reporting capability

...and our customers say?
"..we can rely on Plumfleet to provide their products
and services and to follow through with ongoing
support when it is required..."

"...we have found the experience to be extremely
smooth even when considering the difficult issue of
grey fleet management..."

"...Plumfleet helps our organisation to monitor our
WHS objectives in safe driving. The Plumtree
system is suitable for those who need to track and
monitor their compliance metrics within Driver and
Fleet Management...."

"...Plumtree gives us the tools we need to ensure
compliance across the field-force with our policies
and procedures. It gives us a visibility that we never
had before..."

"...I would recommend Plumfleet to organisations
that have a grey fleet, no matter how big or small,
one car is enough to put your organisation at risk if
you don't have the right system in place to capture
all the required data. Any fleet manager who wants
to work with a great company that listens to your
needs and provides the required outcomes would
find Plumfleet an ideal company to talk to..."

...you'd like to know more?
+61 (0)455 455 193 - Mat
+61 (0)427 810 380 - Jeremy

info@plumfleet.com

28 Gwynne Street
Cremorne, VIC
Australia, 3121
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